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This diagnostic study, under NABARD’s Participatory Cluster Development Programme, was designed

and conducted by Ms. Rebecca Reubens.  The study was facilitated by Eklavya Foundation, the
Cluster Development Agency (CDA).

The report is based on interraction with the CDA resource persons, and a study of 450 families

spread across 22 villages in Vyara, Songadh, Valod and Utchhal blocks of Tapi district conducted

by the CDA.  A team of 10 tribal social workers were trained to administer a structured

questionnaire.  Each family selected for data collection was interviewed by a social worker from
the CDA.

The findings of the study were validated by physical visit of Ms. Rebecca Reubens, with Ms. Sonal

Mehta, and Mr. Kaushik Chaudhary from the CDA  to the cluster on the 29th to 31st of January

2010.  During the field visit, the product range, skill set, tools and techniques, and marketing

arrangment was studied in detail through personal interraction with the craftpsersons.

.
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1. Name of the Cluster: Bamboo Craft Cluster for Tapi District with centers
Ambaj (Valod), Vankla (Vyara), Vaghnera

(Songadh)

2. Activity of the Cluster:  Bamboo work, sugarcane labour, agricultural labour,
animal husbandry, NREGA

3. Location:  Ambaj (Valod), Vankla (Vyara), Vaghnera (Songadh)

4. No  of members affiliated to the CDA:  360

5. No of families: 3000

6. Name  of the CDA:  Eklavya Foundation

7. Name of the CDF:  Kaushik Chaudhary
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Gujarat has one of the highest proportions of tribal populations amongst the plain

states of India.  The tribal groups comprise of 14.8% of the total state population.

This includes five primitive tribal groups (PTGs) which comprise of nearly 1.5% of

the total population of the state.  These PTGs of Gujarat are amongst the 75 PTGs

identified by Government of India, with a total estimated population of 1.36 million

in 1991, spread over 18 states/UTs (. The criteria for short listing these tribal

communities were (i) smallness in size and diminishing in number, (ii) backwardness

and isolation, (iii) pre-agricultural technology and (iv) very low literacy. (Ministry of

Tribal Affairs, Government of India, (F.No. 22040/58/2007-NG0))

The ‘Kotwalia’s are an indigenous tribal community from the Narmada Basin in

Gujarat, India.  The Kotwalia

community is classified as being

amongst the most primitive

Indian tribes because of their pre-

agricultural level of technology,

their declining population, and

their literacy rate.  This

community has had limited

exposure to the outside world,

because of poor administrative

support and infrastructure.

There are around 5226 Kotwalia

families residing in 19 talukas of

6 districts of Gujarat.  Most of

these families are concentrated

in Vyara, Songadh and Valod talkukas. (Tribal Development Department,

Government of Gujarat, 2007) These families have traditionally settled on the edge

of forests and on the banks for the rivers Tapi, Narmada, Purna and Ambika. 75% of

these families are involved in bamboo craft.  Almost all the Kotwalia families living

in this area are categorized as Below Poverty Line (BPL) families.

Socio-economically, the Kotwalias fit into a localized tribal economy where

traditionally, different tribes were interdependent on one another, and on nature. 

Within this system, the Kotwalia community’s main source of livelihood was weaving

bamboo baskets from bamboo that they gathered from the forest. They then traded

these baskets for grain from neighbouring agrarian tribal communities. The common

tribal understanding was that the forest (and nature, in general) is a common property

resource. Since the Kotwalias did not farm, they were traditionally landless.  In the

1860’s, the British began taking control of the forests and common pasture, armed

Overview of Cluster

Kotwalia Beneficiaries
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with the Indian Forest Act of 1865.  The Kotwalias were no longer allowed access to

the forests to gather bamboo, their primary input material.  Even in the post colonial

times, this community, along with many other forest dependent communities, struggle

for access to grazing lands, as well as minor forest produce needed for their

sustenance and their craft.

The number of Kotwalias weaving bamboo is dwindling, along with the traditional

product range.  This is because of the lack of forest access, and also because, with

a breakdown in traditional tribal systems, there are fewer takers for their baskets.

Today, most Kotwalias migrate seasonally in search of wages, because they don’t

have any economic or productive skills other than bamboo working, nor land to

farm.  Most work as sugarcane cutters, earning less than INR 25,000 a family

annually. This distress migration has many detrimental effects on their family and

community nucleus. The community is extremely vulnerable and caught in the vicious

cycle of exploitation and poverty because of landlessness, lack of literacy, a politically

voiceless condition, and their lack of viable livelihood options.

There is an urgent need introduce sustainable vocational options to this bamboo

working community, especially to the youth. These indigent producers need to be

linked to existing bamboo markets. This linkage will cross leverage the production

opportunities of these traditional bamboo producers, and the existing urban niche,

social and commercial markets.  Currently, the Kotwalias are unable to perceive

and cater to markets outside their villages.  This is because they are accustomed to

traditional markets where there is a direct link between producers and buyers, and

contemporary markets are distant, and thus, unfamiliar to them. Consequently,

though the markets exist and the skills and infrastructure to cater to these markets

as well, the gap between the two still must be bridged.

Traditional bamboo basket made by Kotwalia community as a chicken pen



Social Status of Beneficiaries

A sample study 450 households in 22 villages of the cluster conducted by CDA in

May 2009, indicate that a typical Kotwalia settlement consists of 50-60 households

in a concentrated area outside a village. The average family size in this community

is 4 members and the average monthly income is Rs 1500.  The basic education

among the community is very low, with little access to higher education.   Visits to

the proposed area of intervention for this diagnostic study in January 2009 validate

these findings.

Interestingly, though all the families

surveyed belonged to the Kotwalia

community, they identified

themselves as Kotwalia Gamit,

Kotwalia Chaudhary, or Hindu

Kotwalia, depending on the vicinity

of their settlement with the dominant

tribal community i.e. Gamit, Vasava

or Chaudhary.  This is because a fair

number of Kotwlias function as farm

labour for these agrarian tribal

communities and there is an

informal system of interdependence

due to this labour relationship.

Despite this, it was observed that Kotwalias are alienated in the larger tribal social

system.  The Kotwalia community is considered almost equivalent to social outcastes

by the other landed tribal communities. Different Gujarati tribal communities have

systems of organized social customs and norms called ‘vyavhaar’, but there are no

such systems to interact with the Kotwalias.  Since Kotwalias constitute a very

small segment of each village, they have very little political voice in the village

Panchayats.  Notwithstanding this, 69% of the families surveyed were satisfied

with the support given to them by the local Panchayat members and the government

functionaries.  This goes to illustrate the low level of expectation from the state,

and awareness of their rights of this community.

95% of the families surveyed live in a house owned by them, only 28.2% houses are

constructed on their own land. Only 44% have received housing support from Indira

Awas Yojna/Sardar Awas Yojna  or other tribal welfare schemes. 55% families have

electricity connection while only 12.3% have toilet facility. 81.6% household use

hand-pump located close ( 10-200 meters) to their house, to fetch water for daily

needs, while about 13% use village well, tank, canal or river water for their daily

Traditional bamboo and mud house
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needs. For 76.1% respondents, the quantity of water available is sufficient

while for 23.9% it is insufficient.

Almost 20% families have Television set and or mobile phone connectivity.

On an average 34% families possess rudimentary furniture items such as

cupboard, table or chairs.

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC WELFARE SCHEMES FOR THE COMMUNITY

There are a number of schemes for the social and economic development of

the Kotwalia community, yet very few Kotwalias have actually benefitted

from these programs.  The reasons for this are that the Kotwalias live a very

geographically unsettled life due to distress migration, since there is a lack

of livelihood options for this community.  This has led to a low awareness of

these programs amongst the Kotwalias.  There also seems to be lack of

facilitative executive machinery for these tribals.

Tribal women and children pumping water near an Indira Awas Yojna construction
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The Indira Awas Yojna (IAY) is one program which has notably covered a majority of

Kotwalia families.  It was observed that due to the poor quality and the typography

of the houses constructed under IAY, the Kotwalias have not occupied most of them.

Instead, they continue to live in traditional bamboo huts alongside these vacant

houses.  When they

leave their villages to

work on sugar cane

farms, the Kotwalias

build rudimentary

temporary shelters for

themselves, made with

a few twigs and plastic

sheets.  While working

in the sugarcane fields,

they lack the most basic

of amenities including

potable water,

electricity, primary

healthcare facilities,

aanganwadis etc.

ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE

The Kotwalia community lives in extreme poverty, and is a victim of distress

migration. While working in the sugar cane fields, the make shift shelters and lack

of access to clean drinking water, hygienic food, sanitation, primary healthcare and

basic education are causes of serious concern with regards to their health.  They

are chronically ill, have a high rate of morbidity and mortality, and have poor access

to personal health and hygiene facilities.  Children and women are the worst

sufferers in this situation.

Below is data from the survey conducted by the CDA and validated by field visit.

· 75.8% of the respondents reported being ill in the past year.

· The most common ailments reported were the common cold, body ache,

fever, stomach pain.

· Malaria was the single most cause of high morbidity.

· Water or food borne illnesses like diarrhoea, vomiting, typhoid, jaundice

and stomach related ailments were very frequent.

· Tuberculoses and malnutrition related problems were also identified in

substantial proportion.

Unoccupied IAY construction
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· A high proportion of ulcers in stomach, stress related pain, and respiratory disease and

chest pain were also commonly reported.

· Given the high costs incurred for private doctors, nearly 68% of the respondents accessed

public hospitals, PHC and local dispensaries on sugar factories for medical care.  50% of

the respondents reported using informal remedies, including religious and/or black magic

for treatment.

· 93% responded that they receive adequate medical attention through the healthcare worker

who visits their village regularly, but that they have inadequate healthcare facilities when

they are working outside their villages.

· 25% of the respondents have a PHC within 2 kms distance , while 30% have a PHC within

5 kms. The remaining find it difficult to access emergency medical treatment since the

closest PHC is more than 5 kms away.

· Nearly 12% of the respondents need to borrow money from relatives, employers/contractors,

SHG/Co operatives, to pay their medical bills.

Temporary housing of Kotwalia sugarcane workers made from plastic sheeting and bamboo



STATUS OF EMPLOYMENT OF NATIONAL RURAL EMPLOYMENT GUARENTEE ACT

• Only 12% families have received their  job cards so far

• Nearly 50% paid money for photographs, a compulsory requisite for getting

the Job card

• None of the interviewees has received any work in the village under NREGA

provision though 94% prefer to work in their own village

One of the main reasons observed for the break-down of the social and community

nucleus of the Kotwalia community is distress migration.  The Kotwalias migrate

seasonally in search of wages, because they don’t have any economic or productive

skills other than bamboo working, nor land to farm. Most work as sugarcane cutters,

and distress migration has many detrimental effects on their family and community

nucleus. The community is extremely vulnerable and caught in the vicious cycle of

exploitation and poverty because of landlessness, lack of literacy, a politically

voiceless condition, and their lack of viable livelihood options. There is an urgent

need introduce sustainable vocational options to this bamboo working community,

especially to the youth

Temporary housing of Kotwalia sugarcane workers made with bamboo mats and plastic sheeting
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Economic Status of Beneficiaries

ECONOMIC ASSETS OF THE FAMILIES

Only around 4% of the families surveyed own agricultural land, which varies between

0.5 - 1 acre in size. Almost 55% of families surveyed own poultry. 75% of households

use the poultry for their own consumption.  They rarely sell the birds or their eggs

for supplementary income.

  73% of families do not own cattle.  The remaining 27% own at least 2 cattle, of

which 15.6% owned goats.  All the families having milch animals supply

approximately 4 litres of daily to the local milk cooperative.

ANNUAL INCOME AND DEBT

The average monthly family income figures for the 450 households in 22 villages

surveyed by the CDA and validated by the diagnostic study are as below:

Sr. No. Income Slab No. Of Families Percentage

1 Rs. 1000 or less 151 29.3

2 Rs 1500 or less 228 46.5

3 Rs. 3000 or less 433 92.4

4 Rs. 5000 or less 447 99

92% of the households surveyed had a monthly income of less than Rs 3000 per

month.  80% of the respondents stated that their average monthly income is

insufficient to run their households.  About 61% stated that they require a minimum

income of Rs 3000 per month, while the remaining respondents stated that they

required more than Rs 3000 for survival.

It is also evident that most of their income goes towards repaying debts to

moneylenders.  A situational analysis shows that the Kotwalia are perennially and

chronically indebted, and pay exorbitant rates of interest ranging from 140% to

200% per annum.  Labour contractors who employ them to work in sugarcane fields

are the principal source of credit available to these families.  39% of the families

surveyed are indebted.  Of these 67% families are indebted to private money lenders

while 33% families have taken institutional loans from BAIF for cattle.  69% of families

have a debt of less than Rs 1500, while 80% have a debt which is less than Rs 5000.
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SOURCES OF INCOME

The survey findings by the CDA indicate that the main sources of livelihood of the

Kotwalia community include agricultural labour, sugarcane labour, bamboo craft,

and cattle rearing, and fishing.

Some important observations to be inferred from the study are:

• Only 13.4% families depend upon just one source of income from various

options available to them

• Families solely dependent on bamboo based livelihood are just 6.7%

• Only 0.4% families have one family member in government service.

• 47% families have

minimum two sources of

livelihood which can be any

combination from above

mentioned list of means of

livelihood. Out of these families

nearly 88% families have

bamboo as second option as the

major source of livelihood.

•  Remaining 39%

families depend upon three or

more means of livelihood to

support their families and

bamboo work being one of the

means of livelihood.

This suggests that Kotwalia income needs are no longer met through bamboo activity,

though it is their traditional income generating activity.  Due to this, the community

is forced to supplement their income by other low skill labour activities.  To be

noted is that 92.7% of the respondents still practice bamboo activity alongside

newer livelihood generation activities.

Cattle tethered outside Kotwalia home

Kotwalia woman weaving bamboo basket
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Bamboo Based Livelihoods of the Kotwalia Community

TRADITION OF BAMBOO IN SOUTH GUJARAT

The Kotwalias are the traditional bamboo weaving community of South Gujarat.

Most Kotwalias are landless and are located either the hilly regions, or along the

river banks of South Gujarat.  Traditionally, this community uses the bamboo growing

in these regions including forests, to weave utilitarian baskets which they then

barter with neighbouring agrarian tribal communities, for grain.  Today, the number

of Kotwalias weaving bamboo is dwindling along with the traditional product range.

This is because of lack of raw material and shrinking markets.  There is an urgent

need for intervention to provide a viable source of eco income generation to this

community.

Kowalia camp  deep in forest where forest bamboo is harvested and woven into baskets in situ



STRUCTURE OF CRAFT PRACTICE

In a study conducted by the CDA with 234 respondents in 5 villages in Tapi district,

it was ascertained that both men and women practice the craft. 80% of the

respondents work for approximately 6-8 hours each day doing bamboo based

activities.  This is a year round activity.

85% of respondents learnt the craft in a traditional apprenticeship mode from elders

in their family.  90% of respondents teach this craft to their children.

AVAILABILITY OF RAW MATERIAL

The Kotwalias have traditionally gathered green bamboo from forests and other

common lands. The Kotwalias use bamboos which are generally less than two years

in age, because for young and supple bamboos are required for basketry.  The main

species of bamboo used are Manvel (D. strictus) and Katis (B. bambus).

Over the years, the dwindling forests have become more and more distant from

Kotwalia habitation. Furthermore, the Forest Policy has restricted the Kotwalias

access to forest bamboo.  As per a

survey amongst 450 Kotwalias by the

CDA, which was validated through this

study, 55% of respondents walk up to

70 kilometres to access the resource,

and each artisan is only able to carry

back around 10-15 bamboo poles. The

communities harvest bamboo from the

nearby forest ranges of Mandvi,

Songadh, Vyara, Navsari and Dang

region. In a focus group discussion, the

craftspersons reported that they are

harassed, physically abused, penalized

and molested by the Forest Department

officials, when they go to extract

bamboo from the forests. The Kotwalias

believe that denying them bamboo is

an open violation of their customary

rights.

The Kotwalias also procure bamboo from local farmers who have bamboo growing

within their fields, and sometimes homesteads.  The cost per pole for bamboos

harvested from private lands ranges between INR 15-25.  Recently, because of the

gregarious flowering of the two main species and the consequent shortage of

bamboo, the price of bamboos from private lands had increased to INR 50.

Kotwalia craftsperson carrying green bamboo harvested from the forest
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TOOLS AND MACHINERY

The tools used in this craft are basically a knife

called a ‘churi‘ costing around INR 100 and a iron

rod used for hammering called a ‘kuhadi’ or a

‘karadi’ costing between INR 150-200.  Both

implements are locally available from

blacksmiths.

The type of tools used by this community are

unique, because generally bamboo working

communities in India, use a sickle shaped knife

for splitting and slivering bamboo.  In

comparison, the ‘churi’ used by the Kotwalia

community is much straighter.

PROCESSING

First the freshly cut bamboo is stripped of its branches. Generally, this bamboo is cut into more

manageable and transportable segments in case the product requirement does not call for the

complete culm, such as in the case of housing.  These days, the bamboo which is harvested from

the forests is completely processed into baskets in situ, because of the restrictions on forest

bamboo.

 Depending on its diameter, the bamboo culm  it is split into between 3-9 segments  (1).  Each of

these segments is further slivered into thinner sections (2) using a churi (3).     The dimensions of

the splits and slivers  depends on the final product requirements .  Generally the structural members

are left thicker, and the more flexible components are thinner (4).   The slivers are then interlaced

as required depending on the product being made.  The Kotwalias use a basket or a steel vessel

when available to begin their interlacing (5).  Generally, the interlacing is both radial (6) and

angular, and so the product shapes are quite diverse.  There is almost no finishing imparted to the

products at the moment and the craftspersons do not recall any indigenous treatments or techniques

which might have been lost over the passage of time.

Churi being used to sliver bamboo

(Top left) Splitting whole bamboo culm
(Top right)  Making bamboo slats
(Middle right)  Using churi to make uniform bamboo slats
(Middle left)  Making slivers for weaving
(Bottom left)  Using existing basket as jig to begin form
(Bottom right)  Weaving a bamboo basket
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EXISTING PRODUCT RANGE AND APPLICATIONS

The traditional applications of bamboo by the Kotwalia Community are as under:

Food

The Kotwalias eat tender bamboo shoots which emerge in the monsoon season, as

a vegetable.  When bamboo flowers, they collect the grain like seeds of bamboo

and grind them into flour which they use to make ‘rotla’.  Since bamboo has been

flowering for the past two years, each family has collected a considerable amount

of seeds and stored them for further use, similar to the way they store grains.

Housing

The Kotwalias traditionally live

in houses made which use

bamboo poles as the

structure, and bamboo mats as

walling.  These mats are

plastered with a combination

of cow dung and mud.  The

under structure of the roofs are

made with bamboo, and are

covered with baked clay tiles.

Livestock Related

a) ‘Godavu’ – Muzzle for cattle to prevent grazing

b) ‘Mutthi’- For keeping fodder for cattle, available in small and large size

Bamboo and mud house

‘Godavu’ ‘Mutthi’
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Fishing

a) ‘Handi’ – Basket for keeping fish

b) ‘Malai’- Fish trap made in small and big sizes made during rainy season

c) ‘ Panjru’ – Fish trap made in small and big sizes made during rainy season

‘Handi’ ‘Panjru’‘Malai’

Actual size of ‘Panjru’ which is being carried to river
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Storage

a) ‘Topli’ – Multipurpose basket for assorted storage

b) ‘Karandia’ – Basket with lid and handle, used for storing vegetables etc.

c) ‘Chabli’ – For keeping roti

d) ‘Paaladu’ – Multipurpose mat which is formed into containers for storing

grains, and  which Kotwalias also use as a tent when they go for sugarcane

cutting

e) ‘Pilo Gataar’, ‘Kothi’ – Huge basket for storing grains which is fixed in one

place and is plastered with mud and cow dung

(Top left, middle and right) Different kinds of ‘toplis’

‘Paaldu’ used to create a space

‘Karandia’

‘Chabli’
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Mud plastered ‘Kothis’

A ‘Kothi’ being installed at the initial stages of house construction



Misc

a) ‘Pathari’- Mat used for sitting available in small and large sizes

b) ‘Topi’- Bamboo hat made on order

c) ‘Karandia’ – Basket for keeping snakes

d) ‘Haath pankha’ – Hand fan

e)  ‘Daalo’- Basket for drying papad

f) ‘Supdu’ – Winnow for sorting grains, in two sizes

‘Pathari’ ‘Topi’

‘Supdu’‘Daala’
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Ritualistic

a) ‘Dev’- Kotwalias have

different deities which

they often represent

through bamboo

structures of ‘himaliya

dev’, ‘gowalia dev’, ‘dev

mogra’,’ jungle dev’

b) ‘Rangni’- A colourful

headgear used during all

auspicious occassions

such as marriages and

festivals

Tribals dancing carrying embellished ‘Raagni’ baskets on their heads

A representation of ‘Dev’ made from bamboo outside a village temple



MARKETING ARRANGEMENT

No systematic or formal marketing arrangement was found prevailing in the sale of

bamboo products. In general, products are sold from the craftspersons residence

itself, and are used for self consumption.  Products are also sold at village ‘haats’

in cases where the craftsperson lived nearby.  The products are of low quality, and

so have a short lifespan.  They are generally bought by the local village community

and the average income earned from bamboo craft per person per day rarely exceeds

INR 35.

A significant percentage of utilitarian products are produced on custom order and

sold directly to the buyer. In a survey of 450 Kotwalia craftspersons by the CDA,

around 18% respondents reported that they sold products directly.  The remaining

respondents sold products through middlemen located in the urban centres of Vyara,

Songadh, Mandvi and Surat.

Generally, the middleman contacts and gives an order of around 100-200 baskets

each costing INR 10 to a single craftsperson. This craftsperson then in turn

coordinates with neighbouring craftspersons to complete the order.  When he

receives the payment, he shares it proportionately with the other craftspersons.

Kotwalia women producing bamboo baskets to met an order



CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Bamboo craft as practised by the Kotwalias requires very minimal financial

investment.  This is because they function at a household level without the additional

investment in construction of separate work shed or work place.  The raw bamboo
required is available at relatively low prices, or is availed of illegally free of cost
from the forest.  As the work is done by the family members, labour does not pose

an additional expense.  None of the craftspersons interviewed had accessed financial

support or credit facility from the government of public finance programs.

Kotwalia woman with stock of baskets

Baskets ready to be collected
by middleman in a village
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Value Chain

A systemic view integrates three important levels within a value chain network and
allows discovering potentials and bottlenecks within these levels and in the dynamic
interactions between them. (Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, SDC,
2007)

The below analysis for the Kotwalia community’s bamboo value chain identifies
the

 Value Chain Actors: The chain of actors who deal directly with the products
i.e. who produce, process, trade and own them

 Value Chain Supporters: The services provided by various actors who never
directly deal with the product, but whose services add value to the product

 Value Chain Influencers: The regulatory framework, policies, infrastructure
etc. (at local, national and international level)

Kotwalia woman with huge basket used as hen pen



Activity Analysis

Growing, Management

and Harvesting

Value Chain Actor

-  FD

-  CPM

-  Private Farmers

-  Homestead Bamboo
Owners

-  Village Panchayat

Value Chain Supporter

-  Bamoo Technical
Experts: TBDC

-  Human and Tribal
Rights NGO: EF

Value Chain Influencer

-  FD

-  Forest and
Environment Dept

-  NMB

-  Revenue Dept

-  Irrigation Dept

-  Vill Panchayat

-  TDD

Transportation -  Human and Tribal
Rights NGO: EF

-  FD

Design -  Design Consultants

-  Social Design Firms

-  NID

-  NIFT

-  DC(h)

-  NMBA

-  GRIMCO

Processing -  Kotwalia Craftspersons -  Bamboo Technical
Experts: TBDC

Marketing -  Kotwalia Craftspersons

-  Middlemen

-  The Bamboo Store

-  Lifestyle Stores

-  Ahmedabad Store

-  NMBA

-  NABARD

-  GOI

-  Tourism Department

-  GSDFC

-  GRIMCO

-  NMBA

-  NABARD

-  TDD

-  NBM

-  AKRSP(I)

-  GRIMCO

-  Kotwalia Craftspersons

-  Private Transporters

-  Kotwalia Craftspersons
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GROWING, MANAGING, HARVESTING

Value Chain Actors

The Kotwalia Community

 Almost all of the bamboo available to the Kotwalia craftspersons and indeed
available within the region comes from the forest.  At present, the growing and
management of bamboo are not done by the Kotwalia craftspersons though
harvesting is generally done by this community.  This is because this community is
landless, and has traditionally harvested the green bamboo they required for basketry
from the forest.

The ownership of this bamboo is legally with the Forest Department, though the
Kotwalia believe that denying them this bamboo is a violation of their customary

rights.  There have been a series of confrontations
between this community and the Forest Department
Officials. In certain incidents reported by the
interviewees, the Forest Department has dug pits in
the fields of the villages for plantation, because they
state that the ‘fields’ are actually forest land.  The
interviewees have also reported the Forest department
has cut down bamboo in order to prevent customary
rights claims of this NTFP and the forest land.

Meanwhile, Kotwalia’s still continue to ‘illegally’ set
up hidden camps in secluded forest areas where they
harvest forest bamboo, and weave baskets in situ.
They then carry the products out of the forests for sale.

Forest Department

 Bamboo being a non agricultural crop is one of the most important NTFPs (Non
Timber Forest Products).  This is the reason why the Forest Department is one of
the most important value chain actors in the growing, management and harvesting
of the raw material.

The current Forest Policy has restricted the Kotwalias access to forest bamboo.
According to the Campaign for Survival and Dignity, a national platform of tribal
and forest dwellers in ten states, with State Federations affiliated to it including
Gujarat’s Adivasi Mahasabha , ‘the Indian Forest Act, 1927, had nothing to do with
conservation. It was created to serve the British need for timber.’ Under the Indian
Forest Act of 1927, areas were declared to be ‘government forests’ without recording
traditional forest dwelling and forest dependent communities and their customary
rights and forest management systems.

The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act, 2006 was notified into force on December 31, 2007.  The Act basically
grants legal recognition to the rights of traditional forest dwelling communities,
and is a step towards giving forest communities and the public a voice in forest and

A Kotwalia camp
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wildlife conservation. According to the Campaign for Survival and Dignity statistics,
663 claims for community forest rights, and over 80,000 claims for individual land
titles had been filed by the end of October 2009. Of these, 1288 individual claims
have been accepted, and 800 pattas issued only to those who could produce forest
department fine receipts.  As per discussion with Mr. Kaushik Chaudhary from the
CDA, the Kotwalia community has indigenous names for various regions of the
forest such as ‘Kaliyo Bhoot’, ‘Aanjo Doogar’, ‘Naani Tapari’, ‘Moti Tapari’ etc.  The
Kotwalia community has filed claims to these forest areas.

The Forest Department has undertaken a large scale programme to create new
Joint Forest Management (JFM) committees under the JBIC/JICA forestry project. In
some villages the Forest Rights Committee President has been appointed the head
of the Joint Forest Management Committee which some believe is an effort to dilute
the Forest Rights activity.   According to the CDA, Mr. Laljibhi, one of the Kotwalia
elders near Vaghai, said that the Forest Department has given 40acres of land to
the community under JFM in Chinchina Gamtha, on the agreement that they use it
to cultivate bamboo.

The Central Paper Mills (CPM)

 The Central paper Mills is an integrated pulp and paper mill with an installed
capacity of 55000TPA of writing and printing papers utilizing bamboo and hardwood
as the raw materials.  It was originally installed in 1968 and taken over by JK Group
of Industries in 1992.  The unit was rehabilitated in 1993-94.

The CPM has a 10 year lease from the Gujarat Forest Department to extract bamboo
from designated tracts in natural forests. It meets nearly 70% of its pulpwood
requirement from this bamboo. In 2004, the Forest Department granted the CPM
permission to plant bamboo rhizomes in degraded lands of the lease area which for
commercial extraction. The CPM has planted 6, 74,000 bamboo rhizomes and
expects to reach a total of 2.5 million in the next few years. (Environmental Review
Summary, 2006)

The CPM is also carrying out a social and farm forestry programme to reduce reliance
on forest bamboo.  The CDA has reported that the CPM distributes bamboo seedlings
to private farmers free of cost, to encourage commercial bamboo plantations in
private lands.

Illegally harvested bamboo on the side of a road near a forest ready to be transported



Private Farmers and Homestead Bamboo Owners

 The Kotwalias also procure bamboo from local farmers such as those belonging to

the Gamit and Chaudhary

communities who have bamboo

growing within or around the

periphery of their fields, and

sometimes homesteads.  The cost

per pole for bamboos harvested from

private lands ranges between INR

15-25 for Manvel and Rs 50-70 for

Katis.  Recently, because of the

gregarious flowering of the two main

species and the consequent

shortage of bamboo, the price of

bamboos from private lands has

doubled.

Village Panchayat

There is some bamboo growing in common lands near the villages which is controlled

by the Village Panchayat.  These bamboos are not managed by anyone in particular.

However, if a village member wishes to harvest this bamboo, he can do so in

consultation and with the permission of the Sarpanch at a nominal fee of around

INR 10-15 for Manvel, and Rs 40-50 for Katis.

An unmanaged congested B.bambus clump

Homstead bamboo clumps



Value Chain Supporters

Bamboo Technical Experts

 Tapini Bamboo Development Center (TBDC)

Technical experts in the area of bamboo plantation, management and harvesting
are essential for providing inputs to the community, Forest Department, and other
stakeholders who are involved in raising bamboo.  The inputs would allow for
generating mother stock of more commercially viable species, and also improvement
of the productivity of each clump and the quality of each culm.  TBDC has already
technically backstopped and facilitated the CDA to acquire bamboo planting material
of 4 species and establish 2 community nurseries, and 60 individual women’s
nurseries in Tapi district with an output of more than 40,000 bamboo seedlings.
TBDC can also facilitate conducting a participatory inventory, so that non forest
bamboo available in and around the cluster is quantified according to age and
species, which would be an input for planning the nature of inputs and enterprises.

Human and Tribal Rights NGO’s: Eklavya Foundation

NGO’s working in the area of the Forest Rights Act and Tribal Rights can help facilitate
its implementation by backstopping the community in the area of procedure to file
their claims and also create awareness generation among them regarding the Act.
These NGOs can help implement the act, and then facilitate the linkage with
technical bamboo resource experts so that the community is able to grow the bamboo
on this land in a scientific manner.

The CDA has been working from 2002 to organize the Kotwalia sugarcane workers
to enable them to access their rights.  In 2004 the CDA campaigned to ensure the
minimum wage payment, and basic social welfare rights including aanganwadi and
availing grain from the
public distribution system
when working in the
sugarcane fields.  The
result was a certificate
along the lines of a
roaming ration card.  The
CDA also has facilitated
acquiring the quota of
15,000 bamboos from the
Forest Department for
400 of their Kotwalia SHG
members  in 2006.

Bamboo nursery by CDA
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Value Chain Influencers

Forest Department

The Forest Department is one of the most important Value Chain Supporters for the
bamboo resource.   This is because most of the bamboo resource available in the
region, is available in the State Forest, and is accessed by multiple stakeholders,
including the community, the CPM and external bamboo contractors.

The Forest Department can help in the sustainable flow of bamboo to the Kotwalia
community.  The customary rights of the Kotwalia Community need to be protected
by the Forest Department, over the new rights of industrialists through long term
leasing agreements to supply bamboo to the paper industry at a low price.  In
Gujarat, the industry pays only 5% of the market rate for bamboo.

A step in the direction is the new policy by which the Kotwalia Community can
claim a quota of bamboo assigned specifically to them through the Forest
Department.  However, the entire procedure to obtain bamboo from the Forest is
complicated, and needs facilitation by an external agency.

The Forest Department can facilitate bamboo plantations on deforested land to be
managed by the community through its JFMC’s in coordination with CDA.  The Forest
Department also needs to address its bamboo harvesting policy which maximizes
dry bamboo output for paper mills rather than green bamboo output for artisans.
The present silvicultural practices ban felling green bamboo, but if the Kotwalia
and other forest communities are allowed to harvest regularly in a scientific manner,
through JFM, the managed clumps would be more productive and the value of each
culm would increase

The Forest Department has made efforts to protect and supplement the indigenous
bamboo species available in Gujarat,
through its bamboo nursery and
plantation activities.  The CDA has
supplied 200 seeds of M. baccifera to
the Forest Department’s Singalkhanch
nursery, which were used for a green
house experiment.  25000 bamboo
seedlings supplied by Eklavya
Foundation were used for plantation
development.  700 vegetatively
propagated M. baccifera plants have
been repotted in polythene bags and are
being hardened at the Forest nursery of
Hindla, Mandvi range.

Forests and Environment Department

The Forests and Environment Department in the Government of Gujarat has an
environment and forest wing.  The main mandate of the Department is to achieve
sustainable development in the state and introducing sound environment
management practices.  The Department’s mission includes expediting forest

Bamboo nursery
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settlement issues and dwellers rights, to utilize the JBIC fund for afforestation, to
increase the network of JFMs and expand the coverage of eco clubs.  This is very
much in line with facilitating the Kotwalias access to land to grow their own bamboo.
Since the Department is mandated to achieving sustainable development, bamboo
is very relevant to it, since bamboo is one of the most sustainable and renewable
natural resources available on the planet today.

National Bamboo Mission

The National Bamboo Mission is a centrally sponsored scheme which is being
implemented by the Division of Horticulture under the Department of Horticulture
and the Cooperation in the Ministry of Agriculture, New Delhi.  The Mission’s
objectives include to promote the growth of the bamboo sector through an area
based regionally differentiated strategy and to increase the coverage of area under
bamboo in potential area, with improved varieties to enhance yields.  Both of these
are very much in line with helping enhance the bamboo resource base in Gujarat.

Irrigation Department

The Irrigation Department can make available canal side open land for bamboo
plantations to be managed and accessed by the community.  This would both help
prevent soil erosion, and simultaneously make bamboo available outside the forest
for the community.

Village Panchayat

The Village Panchayat can make available village wastelands, and common lands
for bamboo plantations to be managed and accessed by the community.  This would
help in reclaiming degraded lands, and simultaneously make bamboo available
outside the forest for the community.

Tribal Development Department:

The Kotwalia Community are a priority area for the Tribal Development Department,

as they are notified as amongst the ‘most primitive tribes’.  The Vanbandhu Kalyan

Yojana (VKY), a ten point scheme of the Chief Minister, gives special emphasis to

the social, cultural, and economic empowerment of this community.  This scheme

provides for undertaking a programme to ensure ‘a very high quality social and civil

infrastructure and sustainable employment in the areas that can help double the

income of every tribal family in the coming five years’.  The TDD has recently

sanctioned a project to the Centre for Indian Bamboo Resource and Technology

(CIBART) in three districts of South Gujarat, particularly targeting the 992 Kotwalia

families, over a period of 5 years using bamboo as a resource material.   Eklavya

Foundation was instrumental in the formulation, and liasioning of this proposal,

but its role in the project is yet to be firmed up. Bamboo plantation can dovetail into

the existing Wadi programmes of the TDD, and can also be addressed through the

NREG Programme.
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TRANSPORTATION

Value Chain Actors

Kotwalia Craftsperson

As per a survey amongst 450 Kotwalias by the CDA, which was validated through

this study, 55% of respondents walk up to 70 kilometres to access the resource,

and each artisan is only able to carry back around 10-15 bamboo poles. As harvesting

bamboo from the forests is illegal, during the bamboo weaving season Kotwalias

go to the forest individually or as groups and they stay here for 2-3 months.  In this

period, they harvest forest bamboo and weave them into baskets and other products,

which they then carry back to their villages for sale.

Private Transporters

Due to the recent policy of the forest department where Kotwalias are allotted a

lumpsum quota of bamboo, the Kotwalias use private transporters to carry the

bamboo back to their villages.  Around 500 poles can be transported in a small

tempo, which costs INR 200-300 for a distance of around 15-20kms.  A big tempo

can transport around 2000-2500 poles, and costs around INR 900-1000 for a distance

of around 15-20kms.

Kotwalia man carrying green bamboo for basketry
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Vale Chain Supporters

Human and Tribal Rights NGO

Human and Tribal Rights NGOs like the CDA are supportive elements in the value

chain who help formally and informally federate the community members who have

applied for the  bamboo quota from the Forest Department, and transport it to

jointly to their village or to a common point.  This reduces the transportation costs

for each artisan involved and also the logistical procedures to acquire and transport

the bamboo.

Value Chain Influencer

Forest Department

The Forest Department is ideally placed to create a facilitative policy environment
and mechanism for transporting bamboo to the village of each Kotwalia claimant in
a cost effective and uncomplicated manner.

A Kotwalia woman with her children waits near green bamboo which she has harvested with her husband
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DESIGN

Value Chain Actors

Kotwalia Craftsperson

The design of the current traditional bamboo agrarian products has evolved over
the passage of time through the craft tradition.  The consumer is also an important
part of the innovation process, because many new product developments and small
changes in traditional products have happened because of a customized requirement
from the consumer. There have been hardly any new products developed consciously
by the craftspersons since they are unable to perceive to markets apart from the
traditional markets they have been catering too.  Those artisans who have received
inputs from NGO’s including the CDA are better equipped to interpret new designs
introduced to them by designers.

Value Chain Supporters

Design Consultants and Design Firms

It has become essential for the Kotwalia craftspersons to expand their traditional

designs since traditional markets are becoming obsolete.  Currently, the Kotwalias

are unable to perceive and cater to markets outside their villages.  This is because

they are accustomed to traditional markets which function at an inter village level;

where there is a direct link between producers and buyers.  Contemporary markets

are distant, and thus, unfamiliar to them. Consequently, though the markets exist

and the skills and infrastructure to cater to these markets as well, the gap between

Design inputs being given to Kotwalia trainees at the CDA’s Vyara Center



the two still must be bridged.  Designers are best placed to do this.

Independent Design Consultants can give design inputs, but they lack the

overview of the developmental scenario and enabling environment at times.

Social Design firms are ideal to analyze the numerous issues and constraints

the community must function within, since they have expertise in the area

of development issues as well as design.

National Institute of Design and National Institute of Fashion Technology

The National Institute of Design (NID) and the National Institute of Fashion
Technology (NIFT) are both public institutions with expertise in design
education.  Both also have outreach activities, which extend design
applications in many areas still new to design.  These activities provide a
platform to provide design inputs and collaborations towards economic and
social priorities between the institute and individuals and institutions.

Value Chain Influencers

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) – DC(h)

The office of the Development Commissioner of Handicrafts is under the
Ministry of Textiles.  It has several schemes for the upliftment of artisans in
India, and can provide a facilitative policy environment. DC(h)’s Ambedkar
Hastshilp Vikas Yojana (AHVY) Scheme envisages a package of support to
the cluster of handicraft artisans, primarily for skill development and skill
upgradation.  It has empanelled designers from NID and NIFT who conduct
the design workshops for DC(h).

Kotwalia trainees receiving inputs at NID from designer
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National Mission for Bamboo Applications (NMBA)

The NMBA is structured as a Technology Mission and is one of the key initiatives of
the Department of Science and Technology.  The NMBA’s mandate is enlarging the
bamboo sector, in line with the Government of India’s efforts to augmenting
economic opportunity, income and employment. One of its thrust areas is establishing
integrative models of smale scale enterprise, providing technology support,
developing machinery and tooling, and encouraging design and product
diversification.

Gujarat Rural Industries Marketing Corporation Limited (GRIMCO)

GRIMCO was established in 1979 to work for the benefit of the Cottage sector.  It is
fully financed and prompted by the Government of Gujarat.  GRIMCO’s objectives
include imparting practical training to artisans to make quality products and to
make available technical assistance.  The bamboo cluster of Bhoostar of Valsad
district has been selected under development for the handicraft and handloom
sector by GRIMCO, by the Ministry of Rural Develpoment New Delhi and through
the Commissioner, Rural Develpoment, Gandhinagar.  GRIMCO has selected 25
skilled craftspersons from 150 BPL beneficiaries, for design intervention by the
National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Gandhinagar.  The aim is to link the
craftspersons to more lucrative markets through product diversification.  Each
craftsperson was given a tool kit at the end of the training.

Turned bamboo chairs which are value added bamboo products produced by the Kotwalia craftspersons
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PROCESSING

Value Chain Actors

Kotwalia Craftsperson

The Kotwalia Craftspersons traditionally
process green bamboo with simple tools
and weave traditional agrarian products for
local consumption.  They need to be
capacity built to work on non traditional and
high value and saleable bamboo items such
as furniture etc.  They also lack the skills to
produce products of a high quality, in
quantity.  For this reason, production
streamlining, process flow, introduction of
tools, jigs and machines, and production
costing are all extremely important inputs
which these artisans require urgently.  They
also require access to production related
funds such as earnest money, and basic
capital to generate stocks.

Value Chain Supporters

Bamboo Technical Experts: TBDC

Experts in bamboo skill development programmes and bamboo production
streamlining such as the Tapini Babmoo Development Center (TBDC) are very
important supporters of the production and processing part of the value chain.  TBDC
has already collaborated with the CDA to train Kotwalia craftpersons in furniture
applications, and also capacitiy builds them in production protocols, costing, and
scheduling.

Value Chain Influencers

National Mission for Bamboo Applications (NMBA)

The NMBA is structured as a Technology Mission and is one of the key initiatives of
the Department of Science and Technology.  The NMBA’s mandate is enlarging the
bamboo sector, in line with the Government of India’s efforts to augmenting
economic opportunity, income and employment. Its thrust areas include Machinery
and Process Technologies.  The Mission is working to develop machinery and
equipment suited to Indian bamboo, and process technologies to new products and
applications.

Kotwalia women weaving bamboo baskets
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National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development (NABARD)

NABARD is actively working towards the creation of employment opportunities in
rural areas which are in the non farm sector, especially the artisan sector.  Relevant
support from NABARD is available in its programmes for training of and by master
craftsmen, market oriented training for rural artisans, artisans guild, common service
centers and rural entrepreneurship development.

Tribal Development Department (TDD)

The TDD is mandated to tribal development, and the Kotwalia Community is one of
its focus areas being notified as amongst the most primitive tribes.  The TDD could
help facilitate an enabling environment for the production and processing of bamboo
by the Kotwalia Community.

National Bamboo Mission:

The National Bamboo Mission is a centrally sponsored scheme which is being
implemented by the Division of Horticulture under the Department of Horticulture
and the Cooperation in the Ministry of Agriculture, New Delhi.  The Mission’s
objectives include to promote, develop and disseminate technologies, and to
generate employment for skilled and unskilled persons, especially youth. Both of
these are very much in line with helping improve the quality and quantity of
production by Kotwalia craftspersons in Gujarat.

Agha Khan Rural Support Programme (India)

AKRSP (I) has been working with the Kotwalia community since 1999 in Bharuch

district.  AKRSP (I) had organized a three month long training program for skill

enhancement of the Kotwalia youth. In this duration the youth were trained to

make high value products of bamboo, like furniture and crafts. Totally 6 of such

training programs covering a total of 150 trainees are planned.  Though AKRSP(I)

can provide a facilitative environment for production training, it needs technical

experts to design and provide inputs to the community.  At present the inputs are

being imparted by a trainer, but a tremendous improvement is envisaged if a

technically proficient agency is put in place to design and impart production and

processing inputs.

Gujarat Rural Industries Marketing Corporation Limited (GRIMCO)

GRIMCO was established in 1979 to work for the benefit of the Cottage sector.  Its
objectives include organizing production through individual artisans and production
centers.  GRIMCO is already working with a bamboo cluster in Bhoostar, Valsad.  It
is planning to build common work sheds to provide infrastructure to the
beneficiaries.  A similar linkage with the Kotwalia community can be envisaged.
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MARKETING

Value Chain Actors

Kotwalia Craftspersons

The Kotwalia Craftspersons generally sell products to individual buyers at their

village level. Products are also sold at village ‘haats’ in cases where the craftsperson

lived nearby.  They are generally bought by the local village community and the

average income earned from bamboo craft per person per day rarely exceeds INR

35.  A significant percentage of utilitarian products are produced on custom order

and sold directly to the buyer.

Middlemen

Craftspersons also market their products through middlemen located in the urban

centres of Vyara, Songadh, Mandvi and Surat.  Often the village shop keeper functions

as the middleman. Generally, these middleman contacts and gives an order of around

100-200 baskets. This craftsperson then in turn coordinates with neighbouring

craftspersons to complete the order.  When he receives the payment, he shares it

proportionately with the other craftspersons. The payment for large unfinished

baskets is around INR 15, and if finished the basket fetches a price of around INR
30.  These baskets are used in Mumbai and Surat for storing and transporting
vegetables like mango, cabbage etc.

Bamboo baskets tied together and ready to be transported outside the village
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Value Chain Supporters

The Bamboo Store

The Bamboo Store in Ahmedabad is an effort by

the CDA, which is supported by the NMBA.  The

store retails high quality bamboo products and

is the first dedicated bamboo store in the

Western region.  A linkage with the bamboo

store would help provide a platform for

Kotwalia producers to market their products.

Lifestyle Stores

Linkages with other lifestyle stores in Ahmedabad and Mumbai, would provide a

market linkage for the products produced by the Kotwlalia community.

Ahmedabad Haat

The Ahmedabad Haat has been developed by the Government of India under the

Urban Haat Schemes. The intention of the haat is to make urban markets

available to the handloom and handicraft artisans.  The haat stalls will be

allocated at a token rate to all state and national artisans.

Value Chain Influencers

National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development (NABARD)

NABARD is actively working towards the creation of employment opportunities in
rural areas which are in the non farm sector, especially the artisan sector.  Relevant
support from NABARD is available in its programmes for assistance for marketing
of Non Farm Products of Rural Women (MAHIMA) and its support of Rural Haats.

Government of India

The Government of India can create a facilitative policy environment for marketing
bamboo products by issuing a directive/policy which favours bamboo furniture and
products.  This would open up the entire institutional market to the Kotwalia
community, and other such bamboo working communities across India. Doing so
would also send a message regarding the sustainability of bamboo and the support
of the nation towards bamboo based products and enterprises.

Bamboo lighting in the bamboo store in Ahmedabad
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Tourism DepartmentThe State Tourism Department can be instrumental in
promoting bamboo in the form of eco tourism resort, handicrafts and bamboo based
nature trails.  All of these would provide viable marketing outlets for the supply of
value added products produced by the Kotwalia community.

Gujarat State Forest Development Corporation (GSFDC)

GSFDC was established in 1976 to translate on ground the State Policy of protecting
the economic interest of Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled Castes and other weaker
sections of society. The corporation gets no grants and budgetary support from the
Government.  GSFDC mainly works in the area of Minor Forest Produce, and has
expanded its activities into ayurveda, platations, woodworking and recently wood
charcoal.  The main objectives of GSFDC are to undertake commercially viable and
ecologically sustainable forest based enterprises, to eliminate exploitation from
private trade of forest dwellers specifically tribals, who are dependent on collection
MFPs, and to maximize the returns of such trade to the tribals.

Gujarat Rural Industries Marketing Corporation Limited (GRIMCO)

GRIMCO was established in 1979 to work for the benefit of the Cottage sector.  Its
objectives include organizing production through individual artisans and production
centers.  GRIMCO is already working with a bamboo cluster in Bhoostar, Valsad.  It
is planning to provide market linkages through ‘Gram-Haat’, Ahmedabad, Saras fairs
and participation in other Indian fairs.  A similar linkage with the Kotwalia community
can be envisaged.

occupation of 404 families is based on bamboo.  The Kotwalia tribal families make

traditional utilitarian agrarian products such as baskets, mats and winnows which

they sell locally and earn at an average Rs.40 per day (total household involvement)

.  These products are used for agriculture, and also to store grain, food, and poultry.

Metal and Bamboo school bench for the institutional market



Areas Of Concern

The number of Kotwalias weaving bamboo is dwindling, along with the traditional

product range.  The reasons for the shrinking traditional markets are discussed

below.

LACK OF ACCESS TO RAW MATERIALS

The Kotwalias have traditionally gathered bamboo from forests and other common

lands. In the 1860’s, the British began taking control of the forests and common

pasture, armed with the Indian Forest Act of 1865.  The Kotwalias were no longer

allowed access to the forests to gather bamboo, their primary input material.  Even

in the post colonial times, this community, along with many other forest dependent

communities, struggle for access to grazing lands, as well as minor forest produce

needed for their sustenance and their craft.  There is a government provision to

allow each Kotwalia household 800 bamboo poles per year at a subsidized rate.

Unfortunately, very few in the community are able to comply with the complicated

procedures, and so most have not availed this allotted quota of bamboo.Over the

years, the dwindling forests have become more

and more distant from Kotwalia habitation.

Today, most crafts persons walk up to70 kilometres

to access the resource, and each artisan is only

able to carry back around 10-15 bamboo poles.

The craftspersons are harassed, physically abused,

penalized and molested by the Forest Department

officials, when they go to extract bamboo from the

forests. The Kotwalias believe that denying them

bamboo is an open violation of their customary

rights. (Mehta, 2009)

SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS

The traditional product range crafted by the Kotwalias consists of a variety of

utilitarian baskets and containers. A sample study of 414 households in 15 Kotwalia

villages conducted by Eklvaya Foundation in August 2009 shows that the primary

occupation of 404 famiies is based on bamboo.  The Kotwalia tribal families make

traditional utilitarian agrarian products such as baskets, mats, and winnows which

they sell locally, and earn INR 40 per day for 180 days every year.

Green bamboo poles
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With the influx of new and more efficient substitute standardized products made

from materials like plastic and metal, there are fewer takers for traditional bamboo

products. Another factor for the dwindling

demand is declining product quality and growing

simultaneous perception that bamboo is a poor

man’s material.  This stems from the fact that

bamboo craftspersons are constantly being forced

to sell their produce at lower prices since they

are unable to compete with the prices of mass

produced substitutes. Their only recourse is to

increase their volume of production, due to which

they resort to crafting poor quality cheap bamboo

products.  These products reinforce the

perception, and the vicious cycle continues.

EVOLVING TRADITIONAL DYNAMICS

The traditional tribal economy and market dynamics are constantly evolving with

better physical and virtual connectivity in rural areas.  Rural people are being

recognized by large manufacturers and MNCs, as potentially the largest and untapped

market segments existing today.  Most of the players who have a strong urban base

in India are rapidly expanding their market reach into rural areas by innovating and

customizing their services to suit the rural consumer profile.  The effect of this

intensive information and service bombardment in rural areas is that the aspirations

of the current rural population, with regards to scenarios and products, differ sharply

from those of the previous generation.  The world view of the rural segment is

changing, and reflects a preference for technology over tradition.

To cite an example, traditionally, a number of rural houses in South Gujarat were

made from bamboo and plastered with mud. These houses were rebuilt every 3

years, and often some parts of the house were replaced annually after the rains.

Because of the abundance of bamboo, the availability of expert craftspersons to do

this, and lack of other options, this process was routinely accepted.  With the influx

of modern building technologies, and the simultaneous promotion of the same

through means of communication, the preference for permanent houses is growing

and bamboo houses are becoming redundant.

Bamboo bed for rural markets
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BEYOND TRADITIONAL BAMBOO MARKETS

It has become essential for the Kotwalia craftspersons to identify new markets,

since traditional markets are becoming obsolete.  Currently, the Kotwalias are unable

to perceive and cater to markets outside their villages.  This is because they are

accustomed to traditional markets which function at an inter village level; where

there is a direct link between producers and buyers.  Contemporary markets are

distant, and thus, unfamiliar to them. Consequently, though the markets exist and

the skills and infrastructure to cater to these markets as well, the gap between the

two still must be bridged.

In a traditional market set up, the craftsperson gets constant feedback from his

client, to the extent that he is easily able to custom craft a piece if required.  Since

in the contemporary marketplace the linkages between the craftsperson in the

village and the urban consumer are missing, the inputs and feedback from the

market never reach the craftsperson.   Thus, he is generally out of sync with market

demand.

Design inputs are integral to traditional artisans, because the productivity of the

Kotwalia craftspersons is very low and their volume of production is extremely

small.  This is because of the non availability of raw material in the required quantity,

and the craft based production process.  These factors, coupled with the influx of

new and more efficient substitute products made from materials like plastic and

metal have led to there being fewer taker for traditional bamboo baskets. Another

factor for the dwindling demand is declining product quality and growing

simultaneous perception that bamboo is a poor man’s material.  This stems from

the fact that bamboo craftspersons are constantly being forced to sell their produce

at lower prices since they are unable to compete with the prices of mass produced

substitutes. Their only recourse is to increase their volume of production, due to

which they resort to crafting poor quality cheap bamboo products.  These products

reinforce the perception, and the vicious cycle continues.

Village haat in South Gujarat



Scope for Collective Efforts

ASPIRATION FOR OCCUPATIONAL DIVERSIFICATION AND SKILL UPGRADATION

As per survey of  450 Kotwalia families, the results of which were validated through

this diagnostic study, when asked if they would like to adopt new occupations and

improve upon their existing skills in traditional means of livelihood, the response

was mixed.

90.6%  of the families have shown eagerness to obtain legal and formal access to

customary forest land which they have been traditionally using for small time

cultivation and mainly for harvesting of bamboo

65% of respondents wanted to diversify their occupation

45% opted for cattle rearing while 16% were interested in opening a petty shop.

30% were keen to do bamboo based production. Remaining had service and home

based small business or petty production as priority areas

44% of respondents were keen to undergo training to learn new skills of bamboo

production. They were very keenly interested in opting for value added products

from bamboo by enhancing their traditional skills. The two major areas of interest

for them were bamboo carpentry for furniture making and learning to make small

fancy items such as toys, handicraft etc.

Every family keen to obtain training were ready to send minimum one family member

and maximum two members for training.
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SWOT Analysis

Strength Weakness

Bamboo available in natural environment Indigenous and easily available bamboo

restricted to ‘Manvel’ and ‘Katis’

Existing bamboo working skill base The level of skill is very rudimentary in most

cases and not at par with North Eastern

bamboo working skills

Existing product range of traditional bamboo

utilitarian products

The range has not been supplemented by

contemporary bamboo products

Indigenous knowledge base Most indigenous techniques are passed on

through oral tradition and so such knowledge

is being rapidly eroded

Culture where bamboo craft has a place in the

social system

Inherent weaknesses of the bamboo working

community include alcohol consumption, low

levels of aspiration and responsibility etc

Concept of joint production to fulfil larger

orders exists

Very low level of production efficiency both

with regards to quality and quantity

Existing small producers Lack of infrastructure and support to transi-

tion these producers to SMEs

Low capital requirement in existing set up Scale of production is very low due to lack of

‘earnest money’ and other production cash

flow issues to leverage larger orders

Existing traditional market Traditional markets are growing obsolete and

the craftspersons are not able to tap outside

markets

Market for sustainable products, especially

bamboo is growing

The craftspersons are not able to leverage the

markets due to lack of  comprehensive

support
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Opportunity Threat

Supplementing the indigenous species by

introducing more commercially viable new

species, and natural regeneration

The flowering of bamboo caused bamboo

shortage and over exploitation

Value add existing skill base through trainings

and capacity building exercises

Competition from traditional communities

and bamboo workers with better skill

Design intervention which addresses the gap

for contemporary products

Competition from utilitarian and contempo-

rary products from other materials

Documenting indigenous knowledge through

formal exercises, and using it as a design

input for contemporary products

Loss of traditional knowledge too rapid and

gap of knowledge lost already too large

Human and Social capacity building The craftsperson will slip back into the sys-

temic social evils if he is not adequately

supported

Production streamlining systems, tools, jigs

and machines introduced to enhance produc-

tion efficiency

Production becoming more capital intensive

Entrepreneurial inputs for capacity building,

and consolidating  of existing small producers

into enterprises

Competition from existing SMEs in same

sector

Creation of bank linkages, inter-lending etc. The non repayment of loans due to the

Kotwalia communities high level of existing

indebtedness

Possibility to tap close urban markets such as

Surat, Mumbai and Ahmedabad through

marketing linkages, and firm up the tradi-

tional rural market base as well

Existing players who are trying to make

inroads to rural markets

A holistic intervention including resource,

design, production streamlining, micro

finance, market linkages

Difficulty in identifying and leveraging sup-

port in such diverse fields
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Potential of Bamboo

Bamboo is a very significant economic resource available in South Gujarat, and is

the most sustainable woody resource available today.  It is an ideal timber

replacement material.  A wide range of wood products are made from it that cover

the range possible from wood and beyond.  Bamboo has a growing market in the

individuals and institutions that are looking for sustainable options to wood based

products, because of wood scarcity and the resulting

rising timber costs.Bamboo is a grass, and its growth is

therefore more like an agricultural crop than a typical

forest tree.  It is commonly grown by smallholders in

Asia, Africa and Latin America, and is indispensable in

the lives of the producer communities who live here.

Traditionally, bamboo working communities meet a lot

of their subsistence needs from bamboo, which they use

from the ‘cradle to the grave’ i.e. as food, shelter, fuel

etc.  Since bamboo is a highly renewable material, these

producer communities can utilize it for their own

production to consumption requirements, thus ensuring

a sustainable economy for themselves.  Simultaneously,

the surplus bamboo can be used as a viable renewable

raw material input for the production to consumption

requirements of economies outside the village.

Bamboo is one of the most useful natural resources for the predominantly agrarian

economies of the developing countries. As most rural incomes are from farming

rain fed farms, any irregularity in the rains, and especially droughts, have

catastrophic effects on the income security of rural households. The only recourse

for small farmers is to borrow money from local moneylenders at extremely high

rates of interest.  This leads to a vicious cycle of rural indebtedness, of and often,

large numbers of desperate farmers commit suicide when the interest payable

exceeds their annual income. Bamboo offers a way out of this situation.  It offers a

better income security than crops because it comes up at the onset of the rains

unlike crops, which can only be harvested at the end of the rains.  Bamboo can be

harvested any time of the year, and this allows rural communities to stabilize their

incomes unlike the one time flush income they receive from agriculture.  Bamboo is

thus a complimentary supplement to agriculture based incomes of rural communities.

A study has projected a $3.5 million market for bamboo production and products in

India, similar to the bamboo market in China.  Bamboo has remarkable properties

such as high tensile strength that exceeds that of steel on a weight basis that make

Handwoven bamboo fiber textile
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it the material of choice in high-end applications, such as furniture. The Indian

furniture and fixtures market was estimated to be worth about US$9 billion in 2001-

02 by the Annual Survey of Industries. Within this, the wooden furniture accounted

for US$1.5 billion, with imported furniture accounting for 10 percent of the overall

wood furniture market. In 2004-05, India was the largest furniture importer (from

the 49th place in 1999-2000), with a 17 per cent share in furniture imports worldwide.

About 85 percent of the furniture industry is in the unorganized sector. The industry

employs more than 300,000 people. The consumption of wood, other than plywood

is estimated at 3.37 million m3 in 2005 and is expected to rise to 4.62 metric m in

2010 (Ministry of Finance, Economic survey 2005-2006).  Bamboo as a substitute

for wood to make furniture is expected to grow up to $224 million by 2010. (IFAD,

INBAR and UNIDO, Jan 2002)

The establishment of a bamboo furniture making enterprise in South Gujarat through

tribal community involvement will expand and consolidate the bamboo sector in

Gujarat while simultaneously addressing multiple ecological, social and economical

issues by providing the Kotwalia community a viable eco income generation

livelihood option.Despite the potential of the bamboo worldwide, and especially in

India, there are several barriers that prevent the Kotwalia community from tapping

into these markets.  These are

(a)  low quality of input material including raw bamboo and bamboo intermediate

components

(b)  lack of access to design and technology

(c)  lack of production streamlining including tools, jigs, fixtures and production

protocols

(d)  policy constraints

(e)  lack of access to fixed and working capital

(f)  coordinating and facilitative infrastructure and institutional arrangements

Bamboo composite board



Vision: Reccomended Interventions

BAMBOO RESOURCE

•   Conduct a participatory bamboo inventory in the cluster area

•   Establish a mother nursery to generate indigenous and commercially viable

introduced bamboo planting material

•  Conduct training for various stakeholders including community, farmers and Forest

Department on bamboo

plantation, management and

harvesting techniques

•  Provide planting material

free of cost to farmers and

community members to set up

private nurseries and

plantations

•  Link up with Village

Panchayats to have community

owned bamboo plantations in

common lands, especially

degraded lands

BAMBOO TREATMENT AND GRADING

•  Establish a bamboo depot which will purchase bamboo from producers, which

they will further value add by treating it and grading it

•  The depot will also function as a bamboo bank whereby it will sell or loan the

bamboo to be semi processed into standardized components, to Kotwalia producers

and small bamboo enterprises, which will be bought back for sale as a standardized

input material

CDA resource persons discussing bamboo nursery activities
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VALUE ADDED BAMBOO PRODUCTS

•  Carry out a focused bamboo product design and development activity through a

social design firm, in line existing and potential markets, infrastructure and raw

material.

•  Focus product development on high value bamboo products as opposed to

traditional utilitarian products

•  This would include furniture and accessories for the ‘prosumer’ market, where

the producer demographic would also be the consumer demographic, i.e. design

for changing rural needs

•  This would also include high

value and good quality

furniture and accessories for

the urban market

•  Explore the rural housing

sector through design of a low

cost, durable, well designed

house model for South Gujarat

•  The design firm will also

design the relevant production

protocols and be actively

involved in training for each of

the products which are

transferred onto field

TRAINING AND PRODUCTION

•  Set up a central training facility, where the Kotwalia craftspersons will undergo

training on bamboo production in field

•  As the NMBA is supporting machinery for a central CFC to the CDA’s daughter

organization TBDC, a grant/loan to set up a bamboo park on a single premise should

be pursued

•  The production training will be done in the apprenticeship mode so that each

training has a viable and focused output

Turned bamboo toys
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•  Master craftspersons will also conduct satellite training in situ to smaller SHGs simultaneous to

the main training program being conducted in the center.

•  The raw bamboo for training and production will be purchased from the bamboo depots to make

each unit self sustaining

•  The training center will also function as a Common Facility Center linked to a production set up,

where furniture and accessories will be produced on a regular basis

MARKETING AND FINANCE

•  Link the production center to the NMBA sponsored bamboo store in Ahmedabad

•  Aggressively conduct marketing aimed at the institutional market including schools and

government offices

•  Set up a rural bamboo store which will market low cost, sturdy and well designed products

relevant to rural markets.  This will also include agriculture related products such as bamboo

fencing

•  Link each unit with Apex Financial Institutions such as NABARD to facilitate loans to institutions

and individuals working towards consolidating the bamboo sector in Gujarat through livelihood

enhancement

Streamlined bamboo production by CDAs trainees
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INSTITUTION BUILDING

•  The CDA has already established TBDC to take forward its bamboo based activities

in a consolidated manner

•  Coordination of the activities between both institutions will be formalized through

an MoU

•  Both the CDA and TBDC will expand reach to target beneficiaries through producer

association formation, small and micro enterprise formation, SHG’s for creating

bankability, financial literacy inputs, and manage units in a cooperative manner.

DOCUMENTATION AND DISSEMINATION

•  Put in place a field extension and documentation team

•  Train extension and documentation team in proper methodologies and regarding

bamboo so they can give inputs to the community

•  Create and distribute dissemination material in local language to the community

through the extension team

•  Link specialized field consultants in the areas of health, microfinance, education,

tribal rights, local governance, panchayat etc. to the community to address

vulnerability issues such as health and gender

•  Conduct exposure visits and cross learning workshops

•  Conduct stakeholder workshop in order to apprise all the value chain actors,

supporters and influencers about the project objectives and strategy

CDAs resource persons speaking to local farmers about bamboo activities




